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vowels	(/y/,	/u/,	 /i/,	 /ɛ/,	/ɔ/,	 /a/)	across	two	
phonetic	contexts	(open	vs.	closed	syllable)	
using	PRAAT	 (Boersma &	Weenik 2015)
• /u/	vs.	 /y/	contrast	 maintained	 for	 all	speakers
• Sex	effect	 found	for	 /y/	 only	(backing	 among	 females)
• Age	 effect	found for	 both	 vowels	(backing	 of	 both	among	 youngest	 speakers)	
• à does	not	show	 phonetic	assimilation between	 CAN	/u/	and TOENG	 /u/
• Non-significant	 factors:	 GEN,	 EOQ,	 Syllable	 Type,	 Tone
• Supports findings from	 Chang	 et	al	 (2011)
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/y/ 10 5 =	15





STEP	 2:	Watt	& FabriciusModifiedMethod (Fabricius,	Watt,	
and	Johnson	2009)	for	normalization	of	3060	tokens	using	NORM	





Social: GEN,	 Sex,	 Age,	 EOQ
Linguistic: Syllable	 Type,	 Tone
Random	 Effects
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Coeff. N Mean	 (Hz)
M 56.148 105 1808







y u Distinct	 for	 all	 speakers	
(p	=	8.77	X	10-22)***
